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24th April 2020 
 

Dear parents/carers, 
 
 I do hope you are all keeping safe and keeping your spirits up during these difficult times. I also 
hope you managed to have a nice, peaceful and relaxing Easter ‘holiday’. I know the weather has 
certainly helped and one thing I have appreciated is just how beautiful our area is and I have loved 
getting out for walks with my family.  
 
From this week, class teachers have been sending out a weekly plan with daily activities, followed up 
by daily emails to the children (KS2) and to the parents (R/KS1). The feedback we have had so far has 
been really positive – that families are enjoying the structure of the timetable. I must reiterate, though, 
that we understand how tricky these times are and lots of you are juggling working from home and 
attempting to have your children working too. What we don’t want to do is put additional stress on 
families at an already strained time.  
 
Some children are loving whizzing through every ‘job’ and others are struggling with this. If that is the 
case, please use the timetable as a ‘menu’ – choose activities that perhaps your child needs most work 
on, or maybe interests them, or to save sanity….the one that gives you least resistance! I saw this on 
social media and I thought it was really appropriate: 
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We have had conversations with parents where they have been really worried and becoming stressed 
over trying to make sure that their child doesn’t ‘fall behind’. Please do not worry. This is new territory 
for everyone and we must remember that every child in the country is in the same position. When we 
get back to school (whenever that may be!) we will work with our fabulous children and we will get them 
back on track. The main and most important thing is that our children feel safe, secure and loved. 
Anything more than that is a bonus and when we get back together, we will work on the academic side 
of life.  
 
We have been making weekly phone calls to all of our families. It has been really lovely to catch up 
with so many of you. If we haven’t managed to speak with you, please don’t think that these calls are 
to ‘check-up’ on you – it is merely to see that you are all safe and well, that you are receiving emails 
and updates and to offer any help, reassurance and assistance – this has been things from email login 
details, Sumdog passwords and trainers!! If we can help in any way, we will.  
 
A huge thank you to those families who have been emailing their teachers with work and also sharing 
some fantastic activities on the school Facebook page. It has been a delight to see what you have been 
up to – some amazing and creative activities – not to mention the fabulous baking and cooking! This is 
also a lovely way to keep in touch with our families and more importantly – see our lovely children! We 
really do miss them! 
 
We know that this is a worrying time and we have sent out some wellbeing signposts in the past, but 
Healthy Futures Calderdale have created almost a ‘directory’ of useful resources to support and 
promote wellbeing. I have attached this document with this letter for your reference.  
 
Wishing you a lovely weekend. Keep safe and keep well. Please do get in touch at any time if you need 
us, either by email – office@ripponden.calderdale.sch.uk or on the school mobile – 07399 326030. We 
are here to help and support you through this difficult and uncertain time.  
 
With very best wishes, 
 
 
 
Lorraine Bamforth 
Headteacher 


